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2016 McLean Award Honoree Judy Collins
Makes Beautiful Music
Legendary singer-songwriter Judy Collins received the 2016 McLean Award before more than 400 members of the McLean community at the
hospital’s Annual Dinner on June 7, 2016. McLean President and Psychiatrist in Chief Scott L. Rauch, MD, introduced Ms. Collins, referring to her as
an “absolute cultural icon whose soaring vocals exemplified the sounds of the folk revolution of the 1960s and 70s.”
As she took the stage, Ms. Collins delighted the audience with an a
capella verse of her Grammy award-winning song “Both Sides Now,”
eliciting an exuberant standing ovation. “There certainly have been
both sides to my life,” she remarked.
Collins’ father battled alcoholism until his death and she told
the audience that, as a teenager, she knew she suffered from the
same disease. Struggling with depression as well as addiction since
adolescence, Collins spoke of her suicide attempt at age 14 and her
subsequent battle with an eating disorder. She described how she
learned to mask addiction and skillfully manage a successful career
for many years before realizing that she needed help.
With humility and candor she also shared her greatest tragedy, the
loss of her son Clark, who took his own life after a lengthy battle with
heroin addiction. “The ongoing recovery from this loss has been the
greatest series of lessons in my life,” Collins said.
Continued page 3

“There certainly have been
both sides to my life.”
Judy Collins
National Council Member Nancy Anthony has an early album signed by Judy Collins.
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Graham Family Gift Provides Long
Horizon for Neuroscience Research
“In my 20s, I was treated for alcoholism and depression at McLean,” says Stephen
Graham, a professor of Victorian Studies at Bard College and member of the McLean
National Council. “The staff there saved my life, and for that I have a deep debt of
gratitude.” Several family members also have been patients at McLean, he adds.
“The Graham family is well disposed toward McLean. It’s a great hospital.”

Dear Friends

In 2014, Graham, who is the son of the late, legendary Washington Post publisher Katharine Graham,
pledged $1 million to support basic neuroscience research by creating the Graham Family Endowed
Fund. His donation also includes individual grants to support the current work of McLean investigators.

Many of you know that, after 17 years of

Derek Balu, PhD, a schizophrenia researcher whose work is geared toward discoveries leading to

exemplary service to McLean, Cathie Cook

antipsychotic medications that better manage symptoms of the disease with fewer side effects

retired this June from her role as senior vice

(see “Rappaport Fellowship” on p. 6), is one of those investigators.

president and chief development officer.
Cathie’s legacy is one of deep personal
commitment, compassion and hard work. We
are enormously grateful for her leadership.
I am honored to have been given the

Each year, the majority of Graham’s pledge payment goes into the endowed fund and a smaller
portion is available for President and Psychiatrist in Chief Scott L. Rauch, MD, to direct to compelling
studies like Balu’s within the confines of neuroscience research. The combination of the long-term
investment together with a portion earmarked for current use is an invaluable method of supporting
a robust research enterprise such as McLean’s.

opportunity to take the helm of McLean’s

“Endowments are a wonderful form of

development office. It is because of Cathie’s

philanthropy because they provide a long

mentorship and McLean’s strong community

horizon of income to support an enduring

that I eagerly embrace the work ahead. I look

need,” says Rauch. “We are so grateful to Ste-

forward to continuing to build support for

phen for this lasting and generous gift.”

McLean’s mission with the help of our donors
and friends.

Graham said that as a professor of literature,
he has a layman’s interest in neuroscience

Our fall edition of Horizons focuses on our

and is particularly intrigued by how the brain

Center of Excellence in Basic Neuroscience.

processes language and visual input. And

Research is a crucial component of our mission

like many people, as he gets older, he thinks

and a fundamental aspect of what makes

more and more about his own aging brain.

McLean so special. In this issue, you’ll read

“Like most gifts, my donation to McLean

about donors who have chosen to support

has some self-interest involved,” he says.

basic neuroscience and hear from the

“Perhaps McLean researchers will learn how

center’s chief, Bill Carlezon, PhD. We also
share highlights from our June annual dinner,
when we awarded the 2016 McLean Award

to stave off dementia.”
Researcher Darrick Balu, PhD, in his lab.

to iconic singer-songwriter Judy Collins.
Enjoy this edition!

Lori Etringer
Vice President and
Chief Development Officer
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“The staff [at McLean] saved my life, and
for that I have a deep debt of gratitude.”
Stephen Graham

Fall 2016

McLean Imaging Center Director Scott Lukas, PhD, and Mental Health Specialist Jerry Gregoire (top left); National Council Members
Rose-Marie and Eijk van Otterloo with President and Psychiatrist in Chief Scott L. Rauch, MD, (bottom left); McLean Board Chair
David S. Barlow presents the 2016 McLean Award to Judy Collins (right).

2016 McLean Award Honoree Judy Collins

continued from cover
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Actress Jane Fonda
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Director David O. Russell

Collins also referenced the extraordinary help she received along the way. She saluted nurses in
particular, remembering how her recovery truly began when a nurse suggested that she “let us drive
now.” On April 20, 2016, Collins celebrated 38 years of sobriety.

2012

Author Patricia Cornwell

2011

Actress Mariel Hemingway

Commending McLean for working to break down the taboos and stigma associated with mental
illness, Collins reminded the audience that mental illness “doesn’t just affect the patients, it affects
their families and their communities’ perception of [them]. I am both honored and touched to be
welcomed into a community that is making such a positive difference for people with mental illness.”

2010

 ctress Glenn Close, her
A
sister Jessie Close and
nephew Calen Pick

2009

Astronaut Buzz Aldrin

2008

 BC journalist Lee Woodruff
A
and ABC News anchor
Bob Woodruff

Collins’ comments were peppered with laughter and music as she broke into song numerous times
to illustrate particular points. She emphasized that music, humor, exercise, meditation and a
vast support system were the tools that have helped her recover and maintain her stability. In her
recovery, she has become an ardent advocate for suicide prevention, mental health awareness and
stigma reduction.

In a particularly moving finish to her remarks
Collins invited the audience to join her in
singing “Amazing Grace” — and they did,
with gusto.
McLean Board Chair David S. Barlow joined
Collins on stage to present her with the
McLean award calling her address, “raw,
hopeful, honest and healing.”
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QUESTION AND ANSWER

Bill Carlezon, PhD, Chief, Center of Excellence
in Basic Neuroscience at McLean
Bill Carlezon, PhD, leads McLean’s Center of Excellence in Basic Neuroscience,
where researchers are working to understand the role brain function plays in
psychiatric illnesses. We spoke with him to get an update on the center, which
includes approximately 20 labs funded by more than $18 million in federal and
private grants.

HORIZONS: What are some of the research questions
your team is seeking to answer?

HORIZONS: What sorts of cutting-edge technologies are
researchers using in their work?

DR. CARLEZON: The fundamental thing we’re all doing is trying to

DR. CARLEZON: We have many, but I’ll mention a few. One technique

understand how the brain works, for instance, how experience affects
the brain. Many things qualify as “experience,” including exposure to
stress, drugs, toxins or infections. Stress, in particular, plays a role in
nearly all of the conditions we see at McLean. My own lab studies a
chemical that turns on when you’re stressed and has led to the discovery
of an anti-anxiety drug currently in clinical trials. One of my colleagues
is attempting to develop anti-anxiety medications that have neither
addictive nor sedative effects. Another lab is working to weaken the
negative memories that cause Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
by strengthening new memories of safety. The list goes on.

is to create induced pluripotent stem cells, or iPSCs. These are skin or
blood cells that we can turn into any type of cell we want to study. For
example, we can scrape the cheek of someone with autism, turn it into
a brain cell and then study that cell in a petri dish, and ask questions
about how those cells are different from those from people who do
not have the condition.

We study a range of neuropsychiatric illnesses, including depression,
anxiety, addiction, stress-related illnesses like PTSD, Parkinson’s disease,
autism, geriatric illnesses and psychotic disorders. Our investigators
explore how and why the brain is affected in each condition, down to
individual cells and their function.

A third example is fluoresence-activated cell sorting, or FACS. This is
a machine that uses light to take a mixture of different cells — let’s
say the cells from a brain of a mouse exposed to early developmental
inflammation — and sort them, one at a time, into subtypes for study.

Optogenetics is another technology that involves using light-sensitive
receptors from algae to study what happens when you turn specific
brain circuits on or off.

HORIZONS: How has the paradigm for studying psychiatric
illnesses changed over the decades?
DR. CARLEZON: Let’s take the example of depression. In the 1950s, it
was discovered that a drug used to treat tuberculosis had antidepressant
side effects. So, the first antidepressants were discovered accidentally.
For years, researchers studied depression by studying antidepressants
— with the idea that if we understood how the drugs worked, we could
make better versions of them. It took us decades to realize that this was
not a fruitful approach.
The new way to study depression is to identify the changes that occur
when the normal brain becomes depressed. If we understand this
process, we can come up with ideas for the next generation of
medications, which we envision will be better. It’s a new era in
psychiatric research where the focus is on the brain, not the drugs.
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Technical Research Assistant Emery L. Mokler in Dr. Carlezon’s lab.
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Dr. Carlezon consults with Postdoctoral Research Fellow Galen Missig, PhD, and Research Assistant Abigail Alexander in his lab.

HORIZONS: What are your goals as chief of the center?
DR. CARLEZON: One major goal is to increase collaboration by sharing
insights and resources. This includes an effort to ensure that each lab
understands what its neighbors are doing. We’ve established a weekly
lecture series where researchers share their work, show “hot off the
press” data, and receive input from other researchers.
It is safe to say that we all dream about contributing to the development
of improved therapeutics for psychiatric illnesses. Our labs are in the
center of a psychiatric hospital. We look out the window and see
people with these illnesses. We are reminded every day that our mission
is to improve the prognosis for our patients and their families. It is
very inspiring!

HORIZONS: What role does philanthropy play in the
center?
DR. CARLEZON: Donors have made a significant impact on our
research progress by providing seed funding to generate pilot data,
supporting the critical contributions of research fellows who are the
engines of every lab (see “Rappaport Fellowship” on p. 6), and backing
multi-year projects which often are the precursors to gaining federal
funding. We have been fortunate to have donors support our basic
research in all these ways and even — more recently — through
endowments that provide an enduring base of support (see “Graham
Family Gift” on p. 2). It can take many years to turn discoveries into
treatments, and we share the hope that each day gets us closer to
better treatments and cures.
Technical Research Assistant
Elysia Ridener is a member of
Dr. Carlezon’s research team.

“We are reminded every day that our
mission is to improve the prognosis for
our patients and their families.”
Bill Carlezon, PhD
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National Council Members Phyllis and Jerome Rappaport (left); and Lab Manager Anne Boyer-Boiteau and Sabina Berretta, MD, confer in Dr. Berretta’s lab (right).

Rappaport Fellowship Supports Promising Researchers
with Bold Ideas
Neuroscientist Sabina Berretta, MD, received $35,000 as one of
the earliest recipients of a research fellowship from the Rappaport
Foundation. The funding supported her research into structural changes
that occur in two brain regions of people with schizophrenia. That
modest grant laid the foundation for the next 15 years of her research
and provided Dr. Berretta with promising preliminary data that opened
numerous doors for her.
“Over the years, I have received several million dollars of federal funding
which can be linked back to the initial results from the research the
Rappaport fellowship enabled me to do,” says Berretta. Her research
may eventually help clinicians better treat schizophrenia by enabling
improved diagnosis and treatment.
Established in 2001, the Phyllis and Jerome Lyle Rappaport Mental
Health Research Scholars Endowed Fund, named after the long-time
Massachusetts-based philanthropists, began by funding one promising
researcher each year. Several years later, the foundation upped its
financial commitment to fund a second annual fellowship. For Jerry,
a developer and political activist, the McLean fellowship continues a
thread that runs through his family’s philanthropy.

“Across the board, our foundation funds emerging leaders,” says Jerry.
“We particularly like funding investigators at McLean because by the
time they arrive at this world-class institution, we know they’ve been
thoroughly vetted. And although our fellows are relatively new in their
fields, they’re already highly accomplished. We know they will go on to
do even greater things.”
Since the endowed fund was created, 16 McLean researchers have
been named Rappaport fellows, and their investigations have delved
into everything from the processes that lead to the death of neurons
characteristic of Alzheimer’s disease to the neural circuitry of emotional
overeating. The fellowship has enabled the type of novel, high-risk/
high-reward research that traditional funding sources like the federal
government tend to eschew. Based on promising data during their
Rappaport year, several researchers have successfully reapplied for
a second year of funding, including Darrick Balu, PhD, (see “Graham
Family Gift” on p. 2) who was a fellow from 2012-2013 and again from
2013-2014.
Fostering Independence
Like Dr. Berretta, Dr. Balu also studies schizophrenia and the role
certain proteins and amino acids play in the structural and biochemical

“Across the board our foundation funds emerging leaders... And although our
fellows are relatively new in their fields, they’re already highly accomplished.
We know they will go on to do even greater things.”
Jerry Rappaport
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abnormalities of the brains of people with the disease. His work may eventually contribute to
the discovery of better alternatives to currently available antipsychotic medications, which don’t
address some of the disease’s symptoms and have serious side effects. Today, Dr. Balu is director
of his own laboratory at McLean, the dream of many researchers, thanks to a large federal grant
he received after his fellowship. “The Rappaport support paved a path to where I am today,” says
Balu. “It facilitated my independence.”
Researcher Kristin Javaras, DPhil, PhD, also a two-time fellow, is currently in her second year of
the award. She studies emotional overeating, a tendency that is a predictor of eating disorders
and obesity later in life. The Rappaport support allowed her to develop an experiment — with
equipment she designed — that quantifies how much subjects eat when they’re under stress.
Year two of her fellowship is allowing her to test her methodology in a broad sample of people.
Taking a Chance on Innovative Research
“The Rappaport fellowship has been wonderful, because test development is difficult, risky
work,” Javaras explains. “This particular test took a lot of time to develop. I built three versions
of the equipment before it worked. There are many moving parts.” Understanding emotional
overeating could eventually lead to earlier and better interventions for eating disorders,
according to Javaras.
Current and former
Rappaport Fellows (L to R):
Kristin Javaras, DPhil, PhD;
Mei-Hua Hall, PhD;
Darrick Balu, PhD; and
Sabina Berretta, MD
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Mei-Hua Hall, PhD, works with a
volunteer in her lab.

Edward P. Lawrence
George Putnam
Kenneth Rossano
W. Nicholas Thorndike
Rose-Marie van Otterloo
Mei-Hua Hall, PhD, a Rappaport fellow from
2009-2010, studies schizophrenia and bipolar
disorder in an innovative way that bypasses
diagnostic categories and focuses on an
individual’s biological profile. Her promising
work could eventually lead to earlier detection
of these diseases and more targeted treatments.

“Without the Rappaport Foundation’s support,
it’s unlikely I would have received federal
funding,” says Hall. “What I proposed was a very
high risk, novel approach. I didn’t have any preliminary results or a track record.” The Rappaport
investment paid off. In the years since her fellowship, Dr. Hall has received several large grants
from the National Institute of Mental Health to continue her research.
Jerry says it’s been heartening that so many of the Rappaport fellows have continued to work at
McLean. “We’ve been extraordinarily impressed by the young people who have been Rappaport
scholars and the progress they’ve made,” he says. “It’s been a very satisfying relationship
between our foundation and McLean.”
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Unrestricted Gifts Enable Innovation and
Strengthen Care
“McLean probably saved our daughter’s life,” says donor Maggie Tyler, a Mary Belknap
Society member along with her husband, Lee Rubenstein.
Society members make annual unrestricted gifts of $1,000 or more to McLean. For the
couple, supporting the hospital in this way means their money goes to work immediately
strengthening clinical services, seeding innovative research and supporting education
and training. “I know organizations where restricted funds sit on the sidelines. We wanted
our gifts to have an immediate impact,” explains Tyler.
Rubenstein says there is nothing scarier than having a child struggling with a psychiatric
illness, and when their daughter arrived at McLean, the family was in crisis.
“The clinicians were calm and provided her with superb care,” he says. “Over time, they
gave her the tools to live successfully with her illness. Today, she has graduated from
college, lives with her partner in the Northwest and is a working artist.”
While much has been done recently to reduce the stigma of mental illness, the fact is that
when people do ask for help, there are very few treatment facilities like McLean available,
adds Rubenstein. “A giant investment needs to be made in McLean and mental healthcare
in general.”
Maggie Tyler and Lee Rubenstein

Ms. Tyler and Mr. Rubenstein are members of the Mary Belknap Society, McLean’s leadership annual
giving program, which recognizes donors who make annual unrestricted gifts to the hospital of $1,000 or more.
For more information, contact Julia Wills at jwills@partners.org or 617-855-3475.

